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Abstract



animats. Nethertheless, some ASMs exhibit planning properties. We studied one of them, introduced by Maes in 9] and 10], and we will call further the Maes' Action Selection Mechanism, or MASM. However, MASM lacks some requirements of real world applications, where its goal-orientedness of ASM choices becomes a need. It also exhibited problems with conicting goals in an ethological simulation of Tyrrell 15], which are bound to reappear in our applicative context. We propose therefore an extension of MASM for solving these problems. We illustrate the capacities of this new ASM with a series of experience in a realistic simulation of the Khepera robot.



Action selection is a central issue in animat design. Maes, among many others, has proposed an elegant solution to this problem (9],10]). Despite very interesting properties, this mechanism exhibits some problems, such as the one pointed out by Tyrrell in 15]. We propose a solution to bypass these limitations by extending and deeply reorganizing this action selection mechanism to meet the requirements of an animat embedded in real world conditions.



2 The Maes' Action Selection Mechanism



1 Introduction A large number of techniques have been proposed to solve the problem of action selection in animats. Tyrrell 14] gives an extensive review of these action selection mechanisms, or ASMs. Their role is to choose over time the actions of an animat to optimize its chances of survival. The problem of surviving corresponds to the satisfaction of a set of viability constraints : maintaining one's own temperature, getting food, drinking water ... These constraints are well suited for animats viewed as models of animals. Many ASMs have been proposed in this ethological context : Tinbergen 13], Lorenz 8], Baerends 1] or Halperin and Hallam (7],6],5],4]). Motivation is what orients the choice of action in these mechanisms. Some other ASMs tends to introduce the notion of goal in the action selection. Goals are a necessity for designing complex animats whose aim are not only to merely survive, but also to accomplish useful missions. Goals are often associated with the idea of planning. Classical planning, because of the heavy modelization eorts and computations it requires, has proved to be unadequate for designing



2.1 Quick description of the ASM



The initial mechanism is extensively described and explained in its original presentation (9],10]). We do not aim at substituting to this description which lls on its own a long paper. We just remind here the key features necessary to understand the improvements introduced by our extension of the ASM. The basic components of the MASM are the actions components from which the ASM has to choose. Each action component is provided a structure precising its relations with other components :  a list of conditions that should be true for choosing the action.  a list of positive consequences of the action.  a list of negative consequences of the action.  an "activation level" that indicates the relevance of the action to the current situation. 1



3 PROPOSED EXTENSION The conditions and consequences are facts or propositions about the situation of the animat in its environment. Some of these facts are considered to be a goal of the animat, i.e. the ASM will do whatever possible to make them becoming and remaining true. All these features are given a priori as a model of the animat action by its designer. The key principle of the ASM is the possibility of sharing activity between action components linked by causality. A fact that is both consequence of an action A and a condition of B is equivalent to a link. This link enables the diusion of some activation proportional to A's level into B at each time step. As there is a constant input of activation into actions whose conditionning facts are true, there is a direct propagation which develops the consequences of the current situation. The goals inputs also activation in actions whom they are consequences. Retropropagation through a link, i.e. ow from B to A, is possible and diuses the bias introduced by the goal activation input. There is thus a complex ow of activation between the action components, which has been constated empirically to converge to an equilibrium that represents the repartition of relevance of the actions to the current situation for achieving the goals given to the ASM. The principle of the ASM is to choose out of this relevance distribution the best suited action to the current situation and the goal achievement. The execution of this action will modify the truth values of the the facts, and therefore leads to a new distribution, which leads to a new choice of action, and so on until one of the goal is reached.



2 these strength according to a specic algorithm enables an adaptation of action selection. From a strict planning viewpoint, it can be said that Maes' algorithm is a really good starpoint for designing an anytime fault-tolerant and reactive planning algorithm.



2.3 Known Problems



All these good properties are nethertheless balanced by some problems that restrict a lot its usage:  Deadlock in case of several goals. This phenomenon has been pointed out by Tyrrell in 15] in an experiment where several contradictory goals where involved. A simulated animal endowed with Maes' ASM is instructed to fulll both goals of eating and drinking. Experience has proven that when the animat nearly reach a pool of water, its need of food becomes stronger than its need of water. It then searches food, and when it nearly reaches a source of food, the drinking drive becomes reciprocally stronger, leading quickly the poor animat to death both by starvation and lack of water.  Synchronicity of actions and perception. Action selection obeys to a synchronous loop: checking truth value of facts, convergence of the activation levels, choice of an action, and then its execution. The problem in real world application is that there is usually no way to know whether an action is nished with success, failure, or whether it is still running. There is also no reason to 2.2 Important features believe that the truth value of facts will wait until the end of an action to change. Waiting this This algorithm has very interesting properties: end may be a serious hinder to reactivity if slow  Fault tolerance. The links between the actions actions are undertaken. are not absolute rules. It can happens that an action has not all the expected consequences (action fault), or that a fact that was considered as true was in fact false (perception fault). The algorithm will take the real situation into account These two major problems leaded us to introduce some important modication to the original Maes' at the next choice. ASM. We propose to give you rst the global idea  Reactive planning. The ASM of Maes has the of the transformation, and then to describe the new unique ability of mixing planning and reactivity ASM more precisely, focusing by the way on the difvia the double direction of activation propaga- ferences with the original ASM. tion. Direct propagation vehiculates the impact of current situation, and favor the reactivity of 3.1 New architecture the animat. Backward propagation introduces a bias in the choice of action towards the goals, To introduce an asynchronous work in the selection process, we consider that action selection should be and thus enables a special kind of planning. done whenever there is a change in the truth value  adaptivity of links. In the original mechanism, all of the facts, i.e. whenever there should be a redistrilinks where supposed to have equivalent impor- bution of activation levels between the actions. This tance. For introducing adaptation in the selec- ensures a perfect reactivity to the evolution of the tion of action, Maes proposed in 11] to use links environment, but has the drawback of making all acwith an associated strength. The modication of tions interruptible at any time. This is unavoidable
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node of these hierarchies at a given level n is considered to be a complex action that is to be achieved by the help of its children actions, nodes of level n ; 1. Tyrrell points out the fact that this principle is too general to be implemented, because nothing is said on how to use this children actions to achieve the A 1 nth level action. This is precisely the kind of probA1 lem that a Maes ASM with a single goal can solve. We are therefore going to use the ethological-like hierfact P P archical organization to distribute the dierent goals of our animat. At each node of this hierarchy, the A 2 action will be in fact equivalent to the goal of the unA2 derlying Maes ASM. Terminal nodes (nodes without child) of the hierarchy will be thus basic actions or Figure 1: Modication of the ASM components. In behaviors of the animat. the original mechanism, facts where associated to links. In our proposed adaptation, we consider them as full components of the system, therefore doubling 3.2 Finer description of a node ASM the number of links. Let us note P and A the sets of perception and action components in the ASM. We suppose there are nP elements in P and nA elements in A. We note P the We augment by this way the autonomy and the activation level of the ith perception, and A the one role of facts in the ASM. We found it interesting to of the j th action, and G the activation introduced give them corrolary a better formal position. In Maes by the goal. fP A is the strength of the link from version, actions were "components" or "nodes" of a Pi to Aj , and fA P is the strength of the link from network, whereas the facts where just the links be- Aj to Pj . vP is the truth value of fact included in tween them. We choose to consider the facts as real Pi . The ow of activation through the links follow components of this network, that we will call further the following rules : "perception components", as explained in 1. This  link from P to A : change gives a new signication to the links: { direct sense A = dfPAP  a perception to action link is representing the rel{ indirect sense P = ifPAA evance of the fact encapsulated in the perception for choosing the action.  link from A to P : { direct sense P = dfAP A  an action to perception link represents the posi{ indirect sense A = i fAP P tive consequence of the action on the evolution of the truth value of the fact in the perception. Considering the evolution of activation ow over time, and aggregating all the activation diusion pheThe inhibition mechanism presented in Maes has in nomena, we write : this formalism the drawback of introducing negative P 8 weights for the links. We use a dierent approach tP+1 = tP P + d A 2A fA P tA > >> to take into account the negative eect of an action +i A 2A fP A tA < on a perception. Each fact P can be either true or +P G GP+ vP (st ) false. Our solution is to create two perceptions out t +1 + d P 2P fP A tP >> A = tP P of P , one being true when P is, and one being false, +i P 2P fA P tP >: let say P . A negative eect of action A on P will be +A G G instanciated by a link from A to P in the connectivity of the network. At this point, it should be noted that the discrete At last, the Tyrrell's problem has to be taken into time dynamical system regulating the activation level account. His analysis of the problem shows clearly is diverging. Activation has to be normalized at each that the problem comes from the presence of several time step to ensure a global activation level present goals in a single Maes ASM, and that it is impossible in the network. to solve it without changing deeply the propagation This mathematical formulation has the advantage algorithm. On the other hand, Tyrrell reviews a large to be easily manipulated. We used it to prove that the panel of other action selection mechanisms in 14]. A normalized dynamical system is converging quickly to good proportion of them are organized as a hierarchy an equilibrium 3]. In Maes formulation the dynamics of actions, especially ASMs inspired from ethology: of activation was, as stated in 9], far more dicult Tinbergen 13], Lorenz 8] and Baerends 1]. Each to prove. as soon as we consider real world actions that are not instantaneous in their execution. But this will induce an action change only if the new event makes the preceeding action unappropriate.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL TEST ON A SIMULATED KHEPERA Perception Components



Behaviors Components



To sub-behaviors action selection networks



Goal



Figure 2: Graphical synthetic representation of the at action selection network. Perception and behavior components are placed in two facing columns. Links are represented between the components. The goal is represented by a triangle with a link to its aim. Gray level in components indicates the activation level of it. Bold border for perception component means the truth value of its fact is true. Bold border for behavior components indicate all its mandatory conditions are true, and that it is thus choosable by the ASM. A double bold border for a behavior component means this is the chosen behavior of the ASM.
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links have been interpretated as showing the importance of the truth of their source fact for choosing the target action. The more important it is, the stronger the link should be. Without adaptation, this value must be hardwired at design time. But reinforcement learning seems to be an interesting technique for online evaluation of the strength of these links. We could for instance associate a reinforcement signal to the goal of the ASM. It would gives a positive signal when the last action chosen by the ASM has reduced the "distance" for reaching the goal, and a negative one in the opposite case. Perception that were true at the time of choice of the action, and that gived activation through some links to the action helped it to having been chosen. The corresponding links have to be reevaluated after the end of this action. If the result was positive, these links should be strengthened, and weakened if it was negative.



4 Experimental test on a simulated Khepera 4.1 Experimental setting



3.3 Modication of the link strength adaptation



As we put it forward, links have a dierent interpretation in our ASM. The adaptation mechanism proposed by Maes have therefore to be adapted. The mechanism proposed in 11] is in fact evaluating the strength of a link from action A using the fact P as the probability that the selection of A will induce P becoming true. This probability is evaluated by the simpliest way: the Law of Large Numbers that enables out of a large set of facts to draw the probability of an event. More precisely, if we use nuse times the action A, and if it leads nsucc times to P being true, then the estimation of strength will be :
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Figure 3: The Khepera robot with a reex architecture. The two motors (MG and MD) and the eight sensors (numbered from 0 to 7) are represented. One of the two symmetrical neuron is represented (N1). It receives input from all the sensors with a weight n (p for proximity, k is the neuron number, n is wpk n fAP = nsucc the IR sensor number), and a constant input ok . The use notations are used to dene several dierent reexes This estimation has a speed of convergence of in table 1. 1=pnuse , which is not intrinsically very quick, but proved to be sucient in the experimentations. For our ASM, this estimation of probability corresponds We use for our experiments the simulator of Khepera to the strength of action to perception links. These robot written by O. Michel. We implemented in the strengths can therefore be reestimated after each Khepera a series of basic reex actions, most of them use of the corresponding action, enabling an on-line as small sensory-motor couplings of two neurons inlearning. spired from Braitenberg Vehicles 2], as shown in 3. Nothing is said on the perception to action links, We add a taxis behavior towards a special point in which are always of strength 0 or 1 in Maes1 . These the environment. This behavior enables the Khepera 1 1 when the fact is a condition of the action, 0 or no link if to servo its heading towards this point, which can be the fact is not thought of as a kind of beacon.
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Behavior wp01 wp11 wp21 wp31 wp41 wp51 wp61 wp71 o1 o2 Obstacle avoidance 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.5 0.5 Left wall following 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.5 0.6 Right wall following 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.6 0.5 Corridor following 1 0.5 -1 -1 -0.5 1 1 1 0 0 Left static turn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 Right static turn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 Forward move 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Table 1: Coe cients for Khepera reexes. The second neuron has the same coe cients excepted for the constant input o2 .



4.2 Principle test



The rst task after the deep changes we introduced to Maes ASM was to verify experimentally if the good properties of her algorithm were maintained. We therefore build a very simple ASM combining two behaviors of obstacle avoidance and taxis towards the center of the environment. Figure 4 shows that the result fullls our hopes.



Figure 4: Simple experience of action selection with two behaviors. The Khepera selects appropriate behavior to avoid obstacles when necessary. Numbers precise the dierent phases of its movement.



4.3 Passing the Tyrrell's test



We now have to verify that the Tyrrell's problem can be solved with the help of a hierarchical organization of single goal small ASMs. In gure 5, we presents the comparison between the hierarchical and non hierarchical solution for two conicting goals. The Khepera is instructed to fulll simultaneously the two goals : go to the upper left corner, and go to the lower right corner. To enables this, two dierent beacons have been put in the environment, one at each considered corner. The hierarchical ASM demonstrates a good stability in goal choice, and it can therefore be considered to have passed the test.



4.4 Adaptivity test We tested also the adaptation of links in the Khepera simulator. We just veried the good transposition of the statistical learning of action to perception links, and did not yet implement our reinforcement learning suggestion. Results are shown in gure 6.



5 Discussion Now that we have shown the potentiality of the proposed ASM, it could be interesting to compare it with Tyrrell's proposal at the end of 14]. After the comparison of a large number of dierent ASMs, he puts forward an adaptation of Rosenblatt and Payton 12] architecture, called the \free-ow hierarchy". In this ASM, actions are situated at the bottom of a hierarchy of motivations from which they receive preferences. Actions and motivations also receive inuences from sensory stimuli. This ASM is argued to be superior to Maes' one, because there is no choice at each node of the hierarchy. We proved in this work that choices at nodes is not a limitation and enables to solve the biggest problem of MASM. Moreover, the Rosenblatt architecture is very loose in the specication of the mechanism. This means that it is very dicult with this principle to design an ASM to solve a specic task, because there will be a very large number of tuning to implement it. On the opposite, MASM adaptative property makes it very easy to design a specic solution. At last, Rosenblatt's ASM makes possible the combinination of several actions. It is an advantage only if there exists rules for mixing the actions, which is rather seldom according to our experience. Another argument against MASM in 15] was that it takes just \digital" information into account. Our proposed modication shows clearly that analogic sensors can be compatible with MASM, since the basic selected actions can be sensory-motor couplings or other kind of reexes. The point is not to be digital or not. It is to be easily computable from sensor raw data. Our experiments with Khepera used perception components obtained by a mere thresholding of sen-
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Figure 5: Passing the double goal test without and with a hierarchical organization of the ASM. Upper part shows the non-hierarchical ASM and an example of the obtained behavior. The Khepera wanders most of time in the middle of the environment because it changes nearly at each action selection a new goal. Lower part shows the hierarchical ASM and the result of the experience. The Khepera alternatively go to the beacon A and to the beacon B. Once it has chosen its goal, it does not change it until it is reached.
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Figure 6: Learning the consequences of actions. The left image shows the evolution of a Khepera in a maze. The goal was to reach the center. In the initial network, we only specied the perception to action rules, which are given in Maes' formalism by the conditions of action nodes. The robot has an erratic behavior at beginning, because it does not anticipate the results of its actions (no action to perception links). After a learning phase, it manages to explore the maze and reach its aim. The second test, to the right, is conducted with the learned strength of the rst run. This shows that learning from scratch is possible with this adaptation technique. sors. These perceptions, though digital, are situated since there is an explicit way to compute them. Finally, Rosenblatt's ASM does not provide to an animat any kind of planning, and is a purely reactive ASM. This is why we found it interesting to adapt Maes' ASM, which we found more suited to complex animats design, rather than Rosenblatt's, sucient for ethological modelling purpose. Our future work on the adapted MASM aims at integrating it in a real robot global control architecture, and at enhancing the adaptivity of the action selection mechanism.
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